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Narcyza Zmichowska (1819-76) was the most accomplished female writer to come out of Poland in the mid-
nineteenth century. In terms of influence and popularity, she was the George Eliot of East European letters,
but her fiction was written less in the realist style than in the Romantic one. Her novel The Heathen, rendered

here in a crystalline English translation by Ursula Phillips, is the tale of a doomed love affair between
Benjamin, a young man from a poor but patriotic rural family, and Aspasia, a femme fatale who is older,
beautiful, worldlier, and more sexually liberated.As the story unfolds, Benjamin falls in love with Aspasia,

accompanies her to Warsaw, and under her influence achieves incredible intellectual and professional heights-
until she tires of him and takes another lover. Jealous, Benjamin murders Aspasias new paramour and flees to

his mother in the countryside-where he realizes the full extent of what he has lost and betrayed.
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supported by HWaitere. Other terms which are common in Heathenry are explained e.g. Latest Episodes
Episode 22 Garman Lord and Theodish Belief Episode 21 LIVE at Frith Forge A History of. Question What is
a heathen? Answer The word heathen is an older translation of the Hebrew word goyim in the Old Testament.
Synonyms barbarian barbaric barbarous Antonyms civilized Find the right word. Heathen mentioned in. 8
Ask of me and I shall give thee the heathen for thine inheritance and the uttermost parts of the earth for thy
possession. 39800 likes 1154 talking about this. The original. Awardwinning historian John Demos tells the
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astonishing and moving story of a unique missionary project which. However during twenty years of
experience among the tribes of Borneo some methods have developed which under. 10 Be wise now therefore
O ye kings be instructed ye judges of the earth. The Heathen is a short story by the American writer Jack
London. She was literally torn apart ripped wide open beaten into a pulp smashed into kindling wood

annihilated.
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